Uttam School for Girls
Grade IV
Activities for Summer Retreat
Dear Students,
While you enjoy your summer retreat here are some interesting activities planned especially to keep
you in action during the lazy summer days.
Subject
Activities
English
Write a short story I your English notebooks.Imagine the shoebox as a
stage and show one event of any part of the story that you have
written. Create paper puppets for characters, and create a setting with
colours and scrap bits of paper. Use threads to show the puppets in
action. Then use the written story as a cartoon and display it in class.
 Resources required: A shoebox, long pieces of thread, colour pencils,
pencil, eraser, sharpener, a pair of scissors and sketch pens
Create a story ladder: Draw the main characters on paper pieces. Cut
and paste them on either side of the rectangular piece of chart paper
used to write the title. On the first chart paper square, write the main
idea of ‘The Torch’. Then make holes with a compass on the bottom two
ends. On the second chart paper, write the details and make two holes
at the bottom again. Finally, on the third square, write the summary of
the story. Now use ribbon/shoelace to connect the squares to each
other.
 . Resources required: 3-4 chart paper squares (A3 SIZE), a compass,
co;our pencils, eraser, sharpener, sketch pens, a pair of scissors, 1m
coloured ribbon/shoe lace.
Hindi
pazya pustk maoM dI ga[- 'Ba@t isaMh kI ka^imak isT/p

'pZ,oM AaOr ]nako baaro maoM batato hue Apnao ima~ kao
p~ ilaKoM.
yaid Ba@t isaMh ko saaqa Aap AaMdaolana maoM Baaga
laoto tao doSa kao Aaja,ad krvaanao maoM Aap ]nakI madd
kOsao krtoÆ
yah saba kaya- Aap ApnaI kaya- puistka maoM kroM.
Math

Science

Social Science

Make a hundreds chart.
Colour all the multiples of 1 to 10 using different colours.
Observe the pattern
Do the worksheet attached in your notebooks
Take pictures of any 5 wild and 5 domestic plants growing near your
house. Paste them in your scrape book. Also write the names of
each plant along with its features ( Describe the stem, leaves,
flowers and roots )
Talk to your parents/grandparents and collect information on the
changes in your family in the last 20 years. Collect some photographs to
show how the family has changed with time. Paste the photographs and
write how the family has changed in the template provided in your
notebook






Enjoy your vacations and do something good every day. Remember, the tans will fade
but memories will last forever.

Happy Holidays!

